
1専士言兪文昆亘目 Actor・identified spatiotemporalAction Detectio

Detecting who ls Doing whatin videos

(行動中の人物を同定した時空間行動検出一ー

動画中の誰が何をしているかの検出)

論 文内容

氏

信兪文内容の要旨)

The success of deep learning on video Action Rec08nition (AR) has motivated

researchers to progressively promote related taskS 丘'om the coarse level to the

丘ne・grained level. compared with conventional AR that only predicts an action label

fbr the entire video, Temporal Action Detection (TAD) has been investigated 血r

estimatin冬 lhe stad and end time for each action in videos. Taking TAD a steP 五lrther,

Spatiotemporal Action Detection (SAD) has been studied fbr localizin号 the action both

Spatia11y and tempora11y in videos. HO、vever, who per血rms the action, iS 8enera11y

電nored in sAD, while identifying the actor could also be imponant. To tMs end, we

Propose a noveltask, Actor・identified spatiotemporal Action Detection (ASAD), to

bridge the 8ap bet、¥een sAD and actor identification.
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In ASAD, we not only detectthe spatiotemporal boundary 血r instance・1evel action but

also assign the unique lD to each actor. To approach ASAD, Multiple object Tracking

(MOT)帥d Action classification (AC) are tw06,1ndamental elements. By using MOT,

the spatiotemporal boundary of each actor is obtained and asS礁ned to a unique actor

identity. By using AC,{he action class is estimated within the correspondin8

Spatiotemporal boundary. since ASAD is a new task,it poses many ne、¥ cha11enges that

Calmol be addressed by existin号 methods: D no datasetis speci丘Ca11y created 血r ASAD,

ii) no evaluation me廿ics are designed fbr ASAD, iii) current MOT per血rmance is the

bottleneck to obtain satiS仏Ctory ASAD results. To address lhose problems, we

Contribute to i) annotate a new ASAD da仏Set,ii) propose ASAD evaluation metrics by

旨



Con$iderin名 multi・1abel actions and actor identification, iii) improve the data association

Strategies in Molto boostthe MOT per命rmance,、¥hich leads to better ASAD results.

^e believe considering actor identi丘Cation 、¥ith spatiotemporal action detection could

Promote the research on video understandin8 and beyond.



(論文審査結果の要旨)

To detect 、vho is doing what in videos is one of the important teclm010旦ieS 血r

Video・analysis, human-interaction, and survei11ance. The current state・of・the・art

teclm010旦ies made remarkable progress on video action recognition (AR) by the success

Of deep learnina. AR only predicts an action label fbr the entire video. Temporal

Action Detection (TAD) estimates the start atld end time 血r each action in videos,

Spatiotemporal Action Detection (SAD) 10calizes the action both spatia11y and

tempora11y in videos.1n this research, he developed datasets and methods fbr

Actor・identified spatiotemporal Action Detection (ASAD) integrating AR, TAD, SAD,

multiple object tracking (MOT), and action classification (AC) into one system.

To address those problems, he contributed to i) almot飢e a new ASAD da仏Set, iD

Propose ASAD evaluation metrics by considering multi・1abel actions and actor

identification, iii) improve the data association strategies in MOT to boost the MOT

Per血rmance, which leads to better ASAD results.1n particular,the proposed method not

Only detects the spatiotempotal boundary 血r inst抑Ce・1evel action but also assi号ns the

Unique lD to each actor. To realize ASAD, Multiple object Tracking (MOT) and Action

Classification (AC) are integrated into the ASAD system. By usin8 MOT, the

Spatiotemporal boundary of each actor is obtained and assigned to a unique actor

identity.

Actor・identified spatiotemporal Action Detection is cha11en琴ing tasks and inevitable

teC1Ⅱ1010gies in video-analysis, human・interaction, and survei11ance. This thesis research

Proposed solutions to these problems, and a series of his research resulted in 命Ur high

quality peer-revie、¥ed internationaljournal papers,甜ld t11ree peer-reviewed international

Conference papers. Funher, he was a、varded by the top・rankina scores in two

intemational cha11enaes. As a result, the thesis is sU伍Ciently quaHned as a Doctoral

thesis ofEngineer血g.
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